SupremeSAT Teleport
Kandy, Sri Lanka

From Sri Lanka to the World
We are a new force in the global space industry, offering
a full range of satellite and teleport services to
customers in Asia, Africa, the Middle East and beyond
from our optimally positioned base in Sri Lanka.

Focus on SupremeSAT Earth Station Kandy
SupremeSAT has now constructed a state-of-the-art
Teleport facility which is now fully operational.
The facility houses equipment rooms, monitoring centres,
administrative offices and wide array of antennas ranging
from 2.4m to 13m on 10 acres of prime real estate. High
levels of redundancy are integrated into all mission critical
equipment and operations engineers are on duty
24x7x365 days a year ensuring high standards of
customer service and satisfaction.
Needless to say, with all the cutting edge technology and
excellent world leading facilities to back it, SupremeSAT
Teleport offers a wide range of teleport services for voice,
data and video that covers traditional teleport services
and also offers high end solutions for TT&C, hub hosting
and antenna co-locating services.

Why SupremeSAT?
Location
Our Base in Sri Lanka gives us an optimal location to serve
the largest populations and highest growth markets in the
world.
Partnerships
Our strong partnerships with global giants in the satellite
& teleport industry ensures performance consistent with
the high industry standards accepted internationally and
enables us to leverage on their expertise to serve our
clients better.
Flexible Stability
We are a private company, supported by a global group.
This provides flexibility, combined with stability and
strength, ensuring our clients' peace of mind, knowing
that their services are in safe hands.

Added benefits with SupremeSAT

Connectivity to the world
Enjoy better access to new markets and customer
segments with SupremeSAT's teleport. Our teleport has
line of sight access to many satellites, ranging from orbital
slots 12°E to 148°E, covering Asia, Middle East, Oceania,
Europe and Africa. Satellite reach is enhanced and
seamlessly supported by fibre connectivity to Points ofPresence (PoPs) in cities around the world, via multiple
subsea cables. With our global reach and end-to-end
solution, you can now launch your services quickly and
reliably from a stable base in Sri Lanka.
Business continuity
Ensure business continuity with SupremeSAT's fibreinterconnected telepor t equipped with On-Line
uninterruptible power supplies (UPS), two diverse power
feeds from Ceylon Electricity Board, backed up with
failover generators. This eliminates the threat of powerloss to facility. Physically redundant fibre network to the
teleport from SLT prevents loss of connectivity even if one
fibre path is cut. Similar measures of redundancy have
been incorporated into every aspect of operations at the
teleport to ensure no loss of service to our clients when
unforeseen events occur.
Protection from natural disasters
Sri Lanka does not have any recorded volcanoes and isn't
known for any major earthquake. These are two of the
most devastating natural disasters that our clients need
not worry. Plus the purposeful siting of our teleport in the
central hills of Sri Lanka protects it from floods, hurricanes
and tsunamis.
Ease of doing business
With peace, relaxation of regulations & country's vision to
become a commercial hub, has tremendously propelled
Sri Lanka's economics and offers a stable platform for new
investments. Recognizing SupremeSAT's potential, the
Government has graciously offered a 12 year 100% tax
holiday, which we will gladly pass on to our clients. Couple
it with our knowledge of local authority procedures and
guidelines, you are assured of quick responses on customs
and regulatory clearance.

24x7x365 support
Be assured of 24x7x365 support with SupremeSAT's stateof-the-art Network Operations Centre (NOC), staffed by
highly qualified engineers.
Enhanced security
The teleport is located within a fenced, restricted-access
industrial park. Enhanced by our own fenced perimeters
which are equipped with intrusion detection systems,
closed-circuit television (CCTV) and patrolled by security
guards 24x7x365.
Stay ahead with latest technology
Stay ahead of the technology curve with SupremeSAT's
commitment to invest in the latest technologies and
infrastructure to provide the best value to customers.

Services

SupremeSAT Teleport Hosting Services
Regardless of whether you are a broadcaster, satellite
service provider or a satellite operator, SupremeSAT offers
a complete suite of hosting facilities, global connectivity
and industry leading capabilities to propel your reach to
your international customers. Our experience in turn key
project management ensures that your new operations
and services at our teleport get off to a good start and in
good time.
SupremeSAT's comprehensive suite of cost-effective
hosting services includes:
Virtual Network Operator (VNO) services
Provide VNO services on the iDirect Intelligent Platform™,
designed to deliver maximum flexibility and quality
broadband connectivity.
Managed Hosting Services
Offer secure infrastructure with managed half-rack, fullrack and equipment space leasing, connected to
SupremeSAT's satellite and fibre infrastructure. Be assured
of secure backbone connectivity and redundant power
supplies as you reach out to the world.
Facilities Leasing
Provides more than 2000 square metres of available
indoor space, complete with air-conditioning, utilities,
uninterruptible power supplies and redundant power
generators.
Antenna Hosting Services
10 acres of land allow for additional antennas of all sizes to
be accommodated. Couple this with large equipment
rooms and indoor space, and we have the facilities to
enable easy expansion.
TT&C Services via 24x7 Network Operations Centre
SupremeSAT's state-of-the-art Network Operations
Centre (NOC) staffed by qualified engineers, provides
24x7x365 support, including Telemetry, Tracking and
Command (TT&C) services.

Up-linking & Down-linking
Kandy Teleport provides uplink and downlink services via
its many antennas and teleport services with multiple
communications platforms via fibre connected to the
Internet.
SD, HD Video broadcasting; MPEG 2 & MPEG 4
We are able to provide video services on various satellites
covering Africa, the Middle East, Europe, Asia and
Australia. Offering seamless connectivity and enabling our
customers to reach any desired audience.
Maritime & Offshore services
Whether it’s for crew welfare, monitoring & control or for
mission critical communications. The appetite for satellite
broadband is rapidly growing and we have the means to
keep pace with it.
Services across multiple Hubs
Kandy Teleport operates DVB-RCS, DVBS-2, SCPC (Single
Channel per carrier) and DAMA (demand-assigned
multiple access) networks to provide high speed and cost
effective worldwide connectivity to our customers.
Content delivery and distribution system
With the viewable satellite arc between 12°E to 148°E and
high-speed fiber connectivity, we offer high quality, costeffective solutions for our clients to distribute their content
to a vast number of viewers.
IP trunking and backhaul services
Kandy Teleport’s seamless and highly efficient connectivity
services enable mobile operators to expand their
coverage. To reach customers in remote areas with ease
and at lower costs.
VoIP services, video conferencing
Using the latest technology and modern communication
platforms. Kandy Teleport delivers high quality, reliable
VoIP services and video conferencing facilities to our
clients so that your business is connected to any site
anywhere in world, its location and terrain does not matter
anymore.

About SupremeSAT
We have developed very rapidly over the last few years,
and have now emerged as a leading regional intergrated
satellite and teleport operator in the region.
SupremeSAT-1, launched on November 27, 2012 took Sri
Lanka to space age. Since that our capacity has
tremendously grown with SupremeSAT-3 and are now
working on SupremeSAT-2 for regional expansion. We
are also investing on a constellation of Earth Observation
satellites which will be ready by early 2016.
SupremeSAT is a wholly owned subsidiary of Supreme
Global Holdings which is a Sri Lankan based private entity
with operations across a range of sectors in Sri Lanka and
across the world.

Contact Us
How can we help you? We are highly flexible, responsive,
and cost-competitive. Please get in touch to discuss how we
can assist in the development of your business in the region
and across the world.
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